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Exercise 11
”
Getting in touch with Intel Cilk/CEAN and

OpenCL“(1 Point)

Please study the following documents and answer the questions below! Intel
Cilk and Intel Cilk Array Extensions Compiler guide(http://software.intel.
com/sites/products/documentation/hpc/composerxe/en-us/2011Update/cpp/
lin/cref_cls/common/cilk_bk_using_cilk.htm and http://software.intel.
com/sites/products/documentation/hpc/composerxe/en-us/2011Update/cpp/
lin/optaps/common/optaps_bk_par_cean.htm), AMD APP SDK Programming
Guide(http://developer.amd.com/sdks/AMDAPPSDK/assets/AMD_Accelerated_
Parallel_Processing_OpenCL_Programming_Guide.pdf), NVIDIA Open-
CL Programming Guide(http://developer.download.nvidia.com/compute/
DevZone/docs/html/OpenCL/doc/OpenCL_Programming_Guide.pdf and http:
//developer.download.nvidia.com/compute/DevZone/docs/html/OpenCL/doc/
OpenCL_Best_Practices_Guide.pdf), Intel OpenCL Programming Guide(http:
//software.intel.com/file/39188)!

• What’s the advantage of Intel Cilk, how many keywords are needed?

• What array expressions are possible with Intel’s C language extensions?

• How is the memory structured in OpenCL?

• How does the compilation of an OpenCL application work?

• How does the execution model of OpenCL look like?

Exercise 12
”
Quicksort with Intel Cilk“(1 Point)

Implement the parallel Quicksort-algorithm, covered in exercise sheet 2, with Intel
Cilk. Please compare your Intel Cilk implementation with your OpenMP 3 imple-
mentation by using strong and weak scaling tests.

Exercise 13
”
Laplace Equation with Intel Array Extensions“(1

Point)

Please re-implement the Laplace solver introduced in exercise sheet 3 by using Intel’s
array notation extensions. These extensions should be used in all routines except the
file-output routines. Furthermore, annotate the stencil operation with vectorization
pragmas and compare the achieved performance for both implementations.

Exercise 14
”
Matrix Multiplication with OpenCL“(1 Point)

Matrix multiplication is a common example in the OpenCL programming guides.
Please implement a matrix multiplication by using concepts like shared memory
and blocking! Use float as datatype. Furthermore, change the datatype of your
implementation developed with exercise sheet 2 to float. Compare your OpenCL
implementation to your classical implementation!

Exercise 15
”
Laplace-Equation with OpenCL“(2 Points)

This exercise covers the implementation of the stencil operation inside the Laplace
solver with OpenCL. Please work on this exercise in two steps:

• use only one big work-group (with a two-dimensional work-item grid) in order
to get your boiler-plate code running, use float for the whole application!

• use a two dimensional work-group grid containing a two-dimensional work-item
grid each, in order to exploit the max. available amount of parallelism inside
this application! Furthermore, this version should include shared memory op-
timizations!

Hints:

• You can use OpenCL within the Linux-Cluster by module load
opencl.intel/1.5!

• You have to link the OpenCL library directly by icc ... $OPENCL SHLIB!

• Currently there is no debugger for Intel OpenCL, but Intel OpenCL supports
a printf extension!

Have fun!

Deadline: 11.12.2012, 9.00 am! Please mail to heinecke@in.tum.de. If there is no
submission until this deadline, the exercise sheet is graded with 0 points!
Please download applications-frames from
http://www5.in.tum.de/wiki/index.php/Masterpraktikum\_Scientific\
_Computing\_-\_High\_Performance\_Computing\_-\_Winter\_12


